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About This Content

The beginning of the lock-on laser series, RayForce! Lock on to multiple enemies, before firing your laser, to get the highest
multipliers.

This DLC will add 1 ship, playable in DLC Mode.
You will receive access to 3 special stages designed specially for this ship. (Only scores using this ship will be registered in the

special stages.)
You will also get access to the TAITO pack: 10 newly arranged stages including 3 boss fights, as well as CS PACK 1: 10 stages

from CS mode.
Buying any DLC also lets you use all the DARIUSBURST ships from the base game in the DLC Mode stages.
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Great to have RayForce\/Crisis ship in Darius. I enjoyed this, it's not much of a review but I wanted to recommend.

Please please please add the DLC ships to CS mode, even if they're only available once a level has been completed with a Darius
ship.. Nice DLC with one of the coolest iconic ships in shmups. Pleasantly suprised to find they even added the music and
sounds from RayForce (^_^). If you are a fan of RayForce, this should be an instant buy! For those unfamiliar but are shmup
fans, this DLC definitely warrants a purchase for the music and ship design alone.. My favorite ship out of the new DLC. The
attack set for the ship isn't as in-depth as the other DARIUS ship or even that of the other DLC ships, but I just find the lock on
lasers so satisfying to use just like in the original game. The ship can be used with ALL the DLC stages. There's nothing really
new or mind blowing in terms of new enemies\/bosses, but what's in the game is already excellent and doesn't detract from the
fun of getting a high score. Also the updated stage one theme from RayForce sounds fantastic. Also, the presentation for all of
the DLC is quite nice and gives you a blurb about each game that the ships are from.

Only 2 negatives for me are:
-No new enemy types
-Makes me want another Ray game or at least get RayStorm HD on STEAM.. This DLC is a love letter to RayForce, sounds and
plays great, and has the bomb targetting system.

RAYFORCE STEAM PORT WHEN?! ITS ALREADY ON ANDROID!. Rayforce, neat game with a very cool ship,
Definitely one of my favorites to pilot here.. Ah yes. Rayforce! Sweet sweet Rayforce! Please release the game here on steam.
Bought the DLC just because it was for Rayforce. It's now my favorite ship besides the Genesis Silver Hawk. Oh, and Taito?
Please also release G Darius on Steam?
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